
Atiim is an OKR goal-setting, tracking, and achievement platform 

for high-performing teams & organizations.
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What are OKRs?



OKRs

A management approach used to align everyone at 

your company, focus their effort on what truly matters, 

and make all work progress measurable so that you 

can achieve the top organizational objectives and 

accelerate business performance & results.



John Doerr launched his “Measure What Matters” book in 

2018, a business bestseller about OKRs where he shares 

valuable lessons about managing organizations effectively.



Different from MBOs

MBO Intel MBO OKR





The Google 

OKR video

640,000+ global views!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJB83EZtAjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJB83EZtAjc






John Doerr & 4 Superpowers of OKRs

1. Focus

2. Alignment

3. Accountability

4. Acceleration



Ideas are easy but it’s execution that’s 

everything...OKRs help with better execution.

Source: “Measure What Matters”, John Doerr, 2018



Everybody Does OKRs

• One of the essential qualities of OKRs is: everybody does them.

• Regardless of the size of your company or its life-stage, through 

the implementation of OKRs, you can begin the continuous management 

improvement process







™

Why High-Performing 

Organization Use OKRs



™

The performance of your company 

is directly linked to the performance 

of your people.



50% of average workforce time is wasted 

on non-productive work

84% of companies are not using their 

workforce to its full potential

95% of employees do not fully understand the 

company’s goals or what’s expected of them

40% of global CEOs cite failure to align as the 

single greatest challenge to executing strategy

Source:  Brookings Institute & SHRM Research; Harvard Business Review: “Office of Strategy Management”, Robert Kaplan and David Norton; Harvard Business Review: “Why Strategy Execution Unravels”, Robert Kaplan and David Norton; 

PWC - Saratoga Institute / Corporate Executive Board Research: Measures that Matter.

Challenges Companies Face

http://www.hcminst.com/files/OrgPlus_Total_Cost_Workforce_.pdf
https://hbr.org/2005/10/the-office-of-strategy-management
https://hbr.org/2015/03/why-strategy-execution-unravelsand-what-to-do-about-it


Why Leading CEOs Use OKRs

• Clear communication of top organizational strategic goals

• Connect everyone’s goals to the company’s top goals

• Increase focus on the few priorities that truly matter

• Agility due to frequent progress check-in cycles

• Alignment all across the organization

• Increase transparency at your company

• Improve engagement of your people



A two-year Deloitte study found that no single 

factor has more impact than “clearly defined 

goals …create alignment, clarity, and job 

satisfaction”
Source: “Measure What Matters”, John Doerr, 2018





Total cost of your workforce: 

70%

Source: Brookings intitute & SHRM Research 

http://www.hcminst.com/files/OrgPlus_Total_Cost_Workforce_.pdf


™

How to Launch OKRs 

Easily and Successfully



A Simple Tool

• No rigid rules 

• A few easy principles

• Adaptable and flexible

• Can fit your company’s context

Source: OKRs are described as “Open Source Framework” on p.85 in the book Objectives & Key Results by Paul R. Niven and Ben Lamorte



OKRs are Applied as an “Open Source” Framework

• No mandatory rules, no universal laws (it’s not GAAP Accounting!)

• Mostly common sense principles and best practices too

• Adaptable & flexible – do not be too strict or rigid about OKRs

• Must fit your context and your company culture

Source: OKRs are described as “Open Source Framework” on p.85 in the book Objectives & Key Results by Paul R. Niven and Ben Lamorte



OKRs - Definition

• Objectives (Os)

- Simply WHAT is to be achieved

- Significant, concrete and action oriented

- They are vaccine against fuzzy thinking

- The objective is the direction

• Key Results (KRs)

- They benchmark and monitor HOW we get to the objective

- KR should be succinct, specific, and measurable

- The KRs typically include hard numbers

Source: “Measure What Matters”, John Doerr, 2018. 



We Want to:

{Objective}

as measured by this set of KRs:

{1. Key Result}

{2. Key Result}

{3. Key Result}



Example: OKR for Customer Success / Customer Experience

• Objective: Create an Exceptional Customer Experience

• Key Results:

- Improve the Customer NPS (Net Promoter Score) from 6 to 9

- Increase Repeat Customer Business to 70%

- Maintain Customer error rate under 10%



Example: Many Ways to Wordsmith OKRs

• Objective: Recruit a New Online Marketing Team 

• Key Results:

- Interview 10 qualified online marketing candidates

- Improve the Interview NPS from 6 to 9

- Hire 5 new talented team members



“Never mistake activity 
with results”

- Lou Gerstner, 
- former CEO of IBM and RJR Nabisco

Image Source: Harper Collins, https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060523794/who-says-elephants-cant-dance/

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060523794/who-says-elephants-cant-dance/


Goals vs Tasks and Projects

• A task

- a “to do” that one person can do in under a few days

- a task is activity focused

• A project

- an initiative by one or more people and comprises multiple tasks

- a project is activity focused

• A goal

- an outcome that you want to achieve as the desired future state

- a goal is not an activity and is about achievement of results



Strategic Planning Will Help You Create Top Organizational OKRs

Source: https://www.atiim.com/the-one-page-strategic-plan/





Visual Goal Alignment Chart: 
A Linked Hierarchy of Goals and Objective to Objective Alignment



Note that a Goal Alignment Chart is different from an Org Chart



We must realize that 

if we try to focus on 

everything, we focus on 

nothing.

Source: High Output Management, Andy Grove, p.111



The key is to 

check-in

frequently.



John Doerr refers to Check-Ins as CFRs 
(Conversations, Feedback and Recognition)

• CFRs are a Critical Part of What Makes OKRs Work

• These CFRs or Check-Ins become more prevalent managers 

are evolving from taskmasters to teachers, coaches, and mentors

• Critical topics for conversation between manager and contributor:

- Goal setting and reflection 

- Ongoing progress updates 

- Coaching 

Image source: http://www.businessinsider.com/no-conflict-no-interest-john-doerr-twitter-2011-3



Try These Simple Check-ins: 5 minutes every 5 Days

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

Progress Check-in

(every 1-4 Weeks)

Progress Check-in

(every 1-4 Weeks)

Progress Check-in

(every 1-4 Weeks)

Progress Check-in

(every 1-4 Weeks)

• Recommended: 5 minutes for every 5 days 

• Each “Check-In” Starts with looking at progress and feedback on goals / objectives

• Help from the manager to overcome any issues or roadblocks

• Always includes constructive, strengths-based feedback

• Coaching, talent development, training conversations

• Any other key day-to-day topics to make progress



Employees’ Top Complaints About Managers

Source: Harvard Business Review: https://hbr.org/2015/06/the-top-complaints-from-employees-about-their-leaders / Interact/Harris Poll 

https://hbr.org/2015/06/the-top-complaints-from-employees-about-their-leaders


94% of employees want 

managers to do regular 

Check-Ins

Source: https://www.hrdive.com/news/employees-want-real-time-reviews-study-shows/520834/

https://www.hrdive.com/news/employees-want-real-time-reviews-study-shows/520834/


Start Your Meetings by Checking Progress on OKRs

• How is your progress 

on your top goals?

• Do you think you’re 

on track overall?

• What are the small wins 

you’re proud of?



Identify Problem Areas Early

• Where are you stuck?

• What are the bottlenecks 

where I can help you?

• What goals are “At Risk” 

(in the red)? 

• How can I help you attain 

these goals?



Keys to Success - Implementing OKRs

1. Discretion

2. Common Sense

3. Walk before you run

4. Done is Better Than Perfect



Starting to Use OKRs For the First Time at Your Company

• The first quarter is the hardest

• Practice makes perfect

• It gets easier over time

• No pain, no gain



™

CEOs Use OKRs To Make All 

Their Managers More Effective 



Do Managers Matter?



Image Source: http://www.tekara.com/lessons-google-coaching-engagement-2/











Source: https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/managers-identify-what-makes-a-great-manager/steps/introduction/

https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/managers-identify-what-makes-a-great-manager/steps/introduction/


• Clear strategy for the team

• Is a good communicator

• Does not micromanage

• Discusses performance

• Results-oriented 

• Good coach

Source: Google reWork, Great managers still matter: the evolution of Google’s Project Oxygen, February 2018:  https://rework.withgoogle.com/blog/the-evolution-of-project-oxygen/

Key takeaways from Project Oxygen on the 

behaviors of Google's best managers 



Key takeaways from the “12 Elements of Great Managing” 

based on a study of over 10 million interviews on how great 

managers inspire top performance in employees

• Connects the job to the organization’s mission

• Sets clear direction and what is expected

• Discusses progress

• Recognition for good work

• Enables learning and growth



• Clarify objectives, rewards, and consequences

• Develop others

• Give praise

• Strong results orientation

Source:  “Decoding leadership: What really matters”, By Claudio Feser, Fernanda Mayol, and Ramesh Srinivasan,  https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/leadership/decoding-leadership-what-really-matters

Key takeaways from the “Decoding Leadership: What Really 

Matters” from McKinsey. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/leadership/decoding-leadership-what-really-matters


So…what are the consistent 

& repeatable steps of 

Effective Managers?



Agile Goals /

OKRs

Progress

Check-in

Feedback

Recognition

Review

Snapshots

The Lifecycle of 

Effective Management

1. Set clear direction – set & track 

agile goals (i.e. OKRs)

2. Do regular 1-on-1 Check-Ins 

(weekly or bi-weekly  

conversations with coaching & 

development)

3. Enable constructive peer 

feedback

4. Provide regular recognition

5. Periodic performance snapshots 

(typically 2-4 times per year and 

grounded in data collected from 

regular check-ins)



“Before you are a leader, success is all 
about growing yourself. 

When you become a leader, success is all 
about growing others.” 

- Jack Welch, former GE chairman and CEO

Image Source: http://www.businessinsider.com/author/jack-welch



• Many companies now want transparent OKR goal systems they can update frequently as teams 
and business change. 

• They want a system for regular employee-manager check-ins that makes the process simple, 
asks easy questions, and tracks activity and discussions. 

• They want a system for multidirectional feedback that encompasses pulse surveys, 
developmental feedback, and coaching. 

Source: Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends survey data, Deloitte Consulting LLP, 2018

Global Human Capital Trends 2018



Source: Bersin & Associates, “Modern Performance Management and Next-Generation Recognition and Rewards”, Stacia Sherman Garr

http://www.hreonline.com/pdfs/10272011ModernPerformanceMgmt.pdf


Get a Free Live Demo

• Free OKRs Consultation

• Summary of “Measure 

What Matters” OKR Book

• Customer Case Studies

• Or this slide deck

Just say “Hi” in the Subject Line to:

SeeDemo@atiim.com

mailto:SeeDemo@atiim.com


Image Sources

• https://www.forbes.com/profile/john-doerr/#697fec9c26c5

• http://www.kpcb.com/partner/john-doerr

• https://twitter.com/johndoerr & http://www.thedrive.com/tech/3932/google-founder-larry-page-now-building-flying-cars

• https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/5122033/Bill-Gates-donates-1.3-million-for-childhood-pneumonia-research.html

• https://www.recode.net/2018/5/14/17350538/john-doerr-measure-what-matters-book-kleiner-perkins-okrs-kara-swisher-teddy-schleifer-podcast

• http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1841778_1841780_1841785,00.html

• http://allthingsd.com/20130508/accels-breyer-leads-forbes-midas-list-of-top-tech-investors-again-while-kleiners-doerr-leads-in-media-scrutiny/

• https://techcrunch.com/2015/07/30/kpcbs-john-doerr-is-coming-to-disrupt/

• https://www.businessinsider.com.au/no-conflict-no-interest-john-doerr-twitter-2011-3

• https://www.zdnet.com/article/silicon-valley-visionary-award-honors-intels-andy-grove/

• https://www.seattletimes.com/business/technology-world-pays-tribute-to-former-intel-ceo-andy-grove/

• https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/07/17/kris-duggan-betterworks-john-doerr-kpcb-book.html
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Thank you!

Questions? 

hello@Atiim.com


